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Re-Developing Your Vision
Are you getting closer to your vision or spinning your wheels?
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—————————————————————

One of the most important things we can do for our

businesses, schools, and organizations is to have

vision.

Vision being a clear
picture of a desired
end result that you are

aiming for. 

However, sometimes, no matter how big our vision was originally, we find

ourselves focusing in on the daily events that require our attention but

have nothing or little to do with our ultimate vision. 

Occasionally, we think to ourselves, "Hey, I'm not really getting any closer

to my vision. I'm spinning my wheels here." This is when it is time to re-

develop your vision!

Here are some helpful hints in doing just that.

Re-evaluate your original vision. Maybe what you used to think wasn't

realistic according to your strengths, your abilities, or your circumstances.

Maybe it is time to change or modify the vision to make it attainable. 

Assess your strengths. To achieve your vision, you and your staff will

have to operate out of your strengths. If you are having a hard time

moving toward your current vision, perhaps it is because the vision

requires extended application of strengths that you and/or your

organization don't have. Either you need to hire into those strengths,

develop those strengths, or re-develop the vision.
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Ask yourself where your passions lie. If we are to attain great things,

they must be aligned with those things that burn deep within us. Do you

still have a passion for your vision? Does your staff have a passion for

your vision? If not, you need to develop the passion, or find the vision that

you can pour your passion into. Never underestimate the power of

passion and excitement in moving you toward (or keeping you from) your

vision. 

Ask yourself what it is that you value. What is important to you? How

will fulfilling my current vision, fulfill my desire to do something important

and worthwhile for myself, my family, my employees, and my community?

Break the vision down into easy to achieve steps. This helps us see

that the vision is attainable. It lets us know the end result, but focus

intently into achieving the next goal. This, step-by-step, moves us toward

the vision.

—————————————————————

Chris Widener is an example of how anyone can overcome any odds to

achieve a successful life and help others achieve the same. Chris has

overcome many obstacles... living through his father dying suddenly

when he was four, being sent away from his family to live with relatives at

age nine and becoming involved with drugs and alcohol by the age of

twelve. Chris overcame those obstacles and has for the last ten years

worked with some of the most financially successful families in America,

helping them to achieve both personally and professionally. Now he can

do the same for you!
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